
I / We (name and address of person, firm, company, or organisation) _______________

certify that the items shown below have been ordered by *me/us from Optics Warehouse
Ltd, Riviera House, Nicholson Road, Torquay, TQ2 7TD / Optics Warehouse Ltd, Unit 5 
Alders Way, Yalberton Industrial Estate, Paignton, Devon, TQ4.

Please tick the correct BOX below: 

Registered Firearms Dealer (RFD)
Private Individual
Retail Outlet/Shop (Non-Registered Firearms Dealer)
Armed Forces (Army, Navy, Airforce)
Police
Ministry of Interior (or equivalent)
Other Security Forces
Private Military / Security Companies (including Security Transportation)

The items to be supplied are:

ITEMS AUTHORISED TO BE EXPORTED CONTROL 
ENTRIES (ML 
CODES): 

Optical weapon-sights with electronic image 
processing, as specified by ML1d5 as per the 
Export Control Order 2008 

ML1d5 

Optical weapon-sights specially designed for 
military use, as specified by ML1d6 as per the 
Export Control Order 2008 

ML1d6 

Non-military Infrared or thermal imaging 
equipment, as specified by 6A003b4b as per the Export Control Order 
2008 

6A003b4b 

Non-military Monocular thermal equipment, as 
specified by 6A003b4b as per the Export Control Order 2008 

6A003b4b 

Camera thermal equipment, as specified by 
6A003b4b as per the Export Control Order 2008  

6A003b4b 

And are for the following purpose(s):

Please provide a brief explanation on what the goods will be used for?

ADD COMPANY HEADER IF YOU ARE A 
DEALER 



And are for delivery to the following consignee* address(es):

Please provide address details

*The consignee is the person or entity receiving the permitted goods, software or 
technology, which could differ from the person or entity who placed the order with you.

Please select the statement that applies to this purchase / export (i, ii or iii):

(i) 

*I/We also certify that the items above are for *my/our own use and will not be re-exported. 

Or: 

(ii) 

*I/We also certify that we intend to sell the items above to bona fide customers in (name of 
destination and sector…) and they will not be re-exported 

Or: 

(iii) 

*I/We certify that the items above are for the end use of the [name of sector and destination 
against Government Purchase Order/Contract Number [ ] and will not be re-exported. 

*I/We confirm that the items above will not be used for purposes associated with chemical, 
biological or nuclear weapons or missiles capable of delivering such weapons, nor will *it/they 
be resold if *I/we know or suspect that *it/they are intended or likely to be used for such a 
purpose.

*I/We confirm that the items above will not be re-exported or other-wise re-sold or transferred to
a destination subject to UN, EU, UK or OSCE embargo where that act would be in breach of 
the terms of that embargo; 

*I/We confirm that the items, above or any replica of them, will not be used in any nuclear 
explosive activity or unsafeguarded nuclear fuel cycle.



Signed

Name     (BLOCK     CAPITALS)  

Status/Position

Date


